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What is the purpose, objective or focus?

Students will analyze actual wills from
the Homespun Era. From this analysis,
students will be able to document:
1. how females were treated differently

than males

2. how morality played a key role in an
inheritance

3. the importance of religion in
Homespun society

4. the extent of an upper middle class
estate during this era

Students will, after this analysis, make
evaluative comments to the authors of the
wills.

You need readable copies of the wills. If
one wishes to look for wills from a spe-
cific time and place, a couple of hours at
the county clerk’s office is all that is nec-
essary.

1.

I N T E R M E D I AT E

▲ meaning of American cul-
ture

▲ how ordinary people/his-
toric figures advanced
democratic values

▲ sources of historic docu-
ments

▲ understand how different
experiences lead to differ-
ent interpretations of events

SS

1

Study of Gender Equity—
Age of Homespun

William J. Neer

Liverpool Central Schools

Soule Road Middle School

8340 Soule Road

Liverpool, New York 13090

(315) 453-1283

FAX (315) 453-1286 

Grade 7

Prior Learning necessary for comple-
tion of this exercise

• an awareness of the time period, or
era, of American history in which
these wills were written,

• previous teaching of the letter writ-
ing unit in Language Arts, both
friendly and business letter formats.
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The Lawrence will was found in a typewritten
format, but it is interesting for students to work with
the handwritten Mathews will. It is a good idea to
provide the typed transcription as well...it is fun for
students try to read the original Mathews will with
the aid of hand held plastic magnifiers which are
readily available at most office supply stores very
inexpensively.

Teacher
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The students demonstrate
their level of understanding of
gender inequities. At the mid-
dle school (intermediate)
level, fairness, consistency,
and equal treatment are of
paramount importance. The
students easily see the
inequity shown by these two
wills. It is very interesting to
note how they interpret these
inequities by reading their let-

ters. The worksheet
readily gives insight
concerning the stu-
dents’ recognition of
the values of the work
ethic, marriage, reli-
gion, and gender
equity.

2.
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The second day, students could read letters aloud. (I did this and it was fun). Such
readings help to stimulate class discussion and can be a source of peer evaluation. It’s just a
simple assignment. Let’s not make much more of it. It was a big hit with the kids!

3.

Such a lesson would be appropriate when
studying Homespun roles of men and women.

• In what ways are men and women
treated differently?

• Is birth order a factor to consider?

• How have these ideas changed since
our study of the colonial period?

• What would the Iroquois say about a
will?

• How would they respond to treating
men and women (or sons and daugh-
ters) differently?

• How do people today react to such sit-
uations?

• How are women’s roles different
today?
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REFLECTION
This lesson provides a concrete example to students for evaluating historical documents, analy-
sis of values and customs and reinforces reading and writing skills.

ASSESSMENT
Evaluation and assessment of this lesson are accomplished in two ways:
a. class discussion during and after the assignment is completed, and
b. letters written by the students to the two men.

179 Social Studies

☛Assessment
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T
his is a two-day classroom activity

within a series of lessons in a unit. The

students may have an introduction to

ancient  civilizations or the lesson may be used

to introduce the unit. The teacher rotates from

group to group guiding students, when neces-

sary, with questioning. Each group is

instructed to select a guide and a recorder.

Students compare/contrast Mesopotamian

Law to Hebrew Law as it relates to how each

society values women, social responsibility,

negligence, and equality under law. They chart

their findings on the outlined chart so it will

be a natural progression to answering ques-

tions about values in these two societies. The

class moves from charted information to criti-

cal conclusions/evaluations. Finally, the class

discusses the values of those societies and how

American law/values is related.

C O M M E N C E M E N T

▲ define culture/civilization

▲ norms and values of
Western/other cultures

▲ interpret/analyze docu-
ments/artifacts

▲ values of nation/interna-
tional organizations affect
human rights

SS

2

SS

5

Law and Life in  
Two Ancient

Societies

Francine Mazza

Ramapo Central School District

Ramapo High School

400 Viola road

Spring Valley, New York 10977

(914) 577-6446

Grade 10

Students are introduced to document-
based questions in the first month or two
of the school year.  They are also intro-
duced to charting information and analyz-
ing its impact. 

While this learning experience is done
with grade 10 students, it would be part
of the grade nine course under the new
Global History scope and sequence.
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Critical Conclusions/Evaluations Questions

Materials:

■ Copies of Code of Hammurabi

■ Copies of parts of Old
Testament for each student
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Critical Conclusions/Evaluations Questions
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REFLECTION
I enjoy the lesson because it requires higher order thinking skills and uses the content to impress
values on students. The lesson should be expanded to include other ancient civilizations that
will be part of the new world history course.
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☛Assessment

Student self-grading sheet. All other team members must sign it. Signatures equal approval of self-

grade. Six categories are worth up to four points each for a total of 24 points of grade.
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LAW AND LIFE IN TWO ANCIENT SOCIETIES
GRADING RUBRIC

Chart students draw logical, students draw logical
specific conclusions specific conclusions
in all 8 boxes of the chart in most of the boxes in

the chart
19 points 16 points

students draw logical specific students reword the
conclusion  in half of the boxes statements as they are

given in the readings
13 points 9 points

Question Number  I students cite 4 values of students cite most of the
Mesop. and 4 values of values of Mesop. and
Hebrews as they relate Hebrews and make some
to each of the four categories reference to similarities
(equality, women, etc.) with and differences
reference to similarities
and differences
19 points 16 points

students cite some of the students do not make
values of each society but any value judgements. 
do not make any reference Students repeat the laws
to similarity or differences as they are given in the

readings and make no
comparisons

13 points 9 points

Question Number 2 students cite the origin of students cite the origin
Hebrew Law(god) and Mesop. of Hebrew Law and Mesop.
Law(Hammurabi) and comment Law
on the spiritual vs. Earthly
difference
19 points 16 points

students cite the origin of the origins are incorrect
only one of the laws for both Mesop. and Hebrews
(either Hebrew or Mesop.)

Question Number 3 students cite at least three students cite 3 specific
specific societal similarities reasons for their decision
for their decision and effectively but fail to draw the
draw the connection between connection between the
the two societies two societies
19 points 16 points

students use 1-2 specific students use incorrect
similarities for their decision facts (9 points)*

or did not attempt to
answer the question

13 points    0 points*



Student Investigation of a Key Public Policy Issue

in  Participation  in 
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C O M M E N C E M E N T

▲ identify/locate/evaluate eco-
nomic information

▲ apply problem-solving
model to economic prob-
lems

▲ analyze issues

▲ take/defend/evaluate posi-
tions on attitudes

SS

4

SS

5

T
he ability to analyze a public policy issue is critical to

good citizenship. To be truly informed on an issue and

to make knowledgeable decisions about it requires

knowledge of multiple viewpoints,  individuals, and past and

proposed legislation. Furthermore, electronically accessing

information allows for expansion of knowledge to include

databases, information retrieval systems, and other library and

museum resources throughout the world.

What Students Do:
• Select and analyze a public policy issue.

• Create a hot list of web sites that have been explored and
investigated as a result of a web search on the Internet. The
list must include the accurate web address, a brief descrip-
tion of each web site explaining why it is useful and/or for
what it is used, a list of email addresses, and at least one
contact.

• Access two different viewpoints on the issue via CD ROM.
Submit a hard copy of these sources with a brief descrip-
tion of why the source was or was not useful.

Joseph Corr, John DeGuardi

Diane Hobdan, Donald Mion

Thomas Pallas

North Colonie Central Schools

Shaker High School 

445 Waterliet-Shaker Road 

Latham, New York 12110 

(518) 785-5511, FAX (518) 783-5905 

Grade 12
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• Locate information through
traditional/print methods
including textbook search-
ing, magazine articles, first-
person interviews, televi-
sion reports, newspapers,
microfilm, or other
sources. Obtain two view-
points from the above
sources, one in favor of
the topic position and one
opposed to the
topic/position.

• Create a journal in which
students reflect upon the
search process citing
searches and resources
they found useful and
productive and those
they found to be frus-
trating and difficult.
The journal must indi-
cate the reasons for
success or failure of a
particular search and
offer evidence of sub-
stantial time on task.

• Produce a group Hot
Issue Newsletter con-
taining the follow-
ing:

• a list of useful
web sties and e-
mail addresses 

• a summary of
positions on all
sides of the
issue 

• a list of key
individuals
involved in the issue 

• two visuals, one of which is a political cartoon, the other a
student created graphic representation 

• information incorporated from previous stations.

• Individually produce a position letter following the format of the National Issues Forum
and send it via e-mail to one or more of the following:

• elected public officials

• editors of news periodicals

• corporate leaders.

• Function effectively as a cooperative work group.
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Learner Outcomes:
• to recognize key issues in public policy debates, examine all sides, and defend positions on

the issues

• to become knowledgeable and competent in the tools of the electronic work place, including
electronic mail, CD ROM, and on-line services

• to enhance skills relative to data collection through the use of online resources, CD ROM, 
e-mail, print resources, interviews, and speakers

• to organize, analyze, and interpret data collected into a newsletter informing classmates
about the multiple aspects of an issue
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• to work effectively as a cooperative group.

• to take action on an issue by writing a letter to involved individuals and agencies explaining
one’s position and, where appropriate, prescribing a specific response.

Groups will be created to study a public policy issue. Each group will be required to use a vari-
ety of sources, both electronic and traditional print, to analyze a public policy issue. Class time
and time after school will be utilized to collect information on the issue through the use of
online services, e-mail, CD ROM information banks, print resources, interviews, and speakers.
Each individual student will be required to keep a journal that reflects upon their successes and
difficulties when engaged in electronic searching. The following represent the objectives for each
search section:

Online Objectives 
1. Create a Hot List that pertains to your issue. This Hot List is a list of web sites that you have

explored and investigated as a result of your web search on the Internet.

2. Each Hot List must contain:

a list of web sites’ accurate addresses

a brief description of each web site explaining why it is useful and/or what it is used for, a
list of e-mail addresses, and at least one contact.

CD ROM Objectives
1. Using CD ROM sources, locate information on your project. Obtain two different viewpoints

on your issue.

2. Submit a hard copy of any information you accessed via CD-ROM with a brief description
of whether the source was useful or not and reasons why it was or was not useful.

Speaker Presentation Group Objectives

1. Choose an issue or topic. Find resource persons or organizations related to the issue. Include
name, address, and phone number.

2. Group must find speakers who represent views on a particular side of an issue. Two such
speakers must be contacted in order to present their viewpoint to the class at large. Speakers
may be contacted via letter, phone, or email.

3. All issues and speakers must meet the approval of instructor prior to any arrangements
being made. Aspeaker request form must be approved by the social studies supervisor, Mr.
Corr.

4. Adirectory must be kept by group of persons or organizations contacted.

5. An outline of topics or subtopics must be prepared to address points of interest the group
wants speakers to address. This should be typed in standard form and presented to class for
discussion.

6. Compile a list of e-mail addresses of speakers on both sides of the issue.

Traditional/Print Objectives
1. Locate information on your project by using the following methods: textbook searches, mag-

azine articles, first-person interviews, television reports, newspapers, microfilm, etc.

2. From TWO of the above sources, obtain TWO viewpoints, ONE in favor of your topic/posi-
tion and ONE in opposition to your topic/position.
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3. Then, submit from your group to your teacher for inspection the hard copy of the item(s)
that have been researched using traditional search methods.

Groups will then be required to produce a Hot Issue Newsletter containing the:

• a hot list of useful web sites and e-mail addresses

• a summary of positions on all sides of the issue

• a list of key individuals involved in the issue

• two visuals, one of which is a political cartoon, the other a student created graphic rep-
resentation

• information incorporated from previous stations.

After the newsletter has been completed, each individual student is to produce a position letter.
This letter should follow the format of the National Issues Forum and should be sent via e-mail
to one or more of the following:

• elected public officials

• editors of news periodicals

• corporate leaders

ASSESSMENT
The completed project will be evaluated using a rubric (scoring guide) to measure four compo-
nents in varying amounts. You must complete all four components of the project for it to be
accepted. The following is a list of the project components and their grading value:

☛Assessment
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REFLECTION
As a group product, there existed opportunities to demonstrate multiple intelligences. For exam-
ple, students were required to search and arrange for speakers as an effective group. (interper-
sonal). The requirement of producing a graphic appealed to the visual/motor domain. Students
were accorded the opportunity to demonstrate what they can do and know in an arena other
than “on demand” traditional pencil and paper exam.


